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ABSTRACT
Gradients of the sea surface topography (SST) - i.e., heights of the sea surface in relation
to the geoid - are essential for the real-time modelling of ocean dynamics. Ocean current
measurements indicate the existence of SST gradients as large as ±0.1 in 	 102 km. A pre-
requisite for remote sensing SST from satellites is a geoid model with at least ±6cm resolu-
tion through equivalent wavelengths.
The only potential source of such data is a satellite-determined gravity field model. The
internal statistics of the best such model available at present (GEM 9) indicate that favour-
able signal-to-noise exists for the recovery of the dominant parameters of the quasi-stationary
dynamic sea surface topography from GEOS-3 altimetry.
The 1977 altimetry data bank available at Goddard is analyzed for the geometrical shape
of the sea surface expressed as surface spherical harmonics after referral to the higher refer-
ence model defined by GEM 9. The resulting determination is expressed as quasi-stationary
dynamic SST. Solutions are obtained from different sets of lon g arcs in the GEOS-3 altim-
eter data bank as well as from sub-sets related to the September 1975 and March 1976 equi-
noxes assembled with a view to minimizing seasonal effects.
The results obtained are compared with equivalent parameters obtained from the hydro-
static analysis of sporadic temperature, pressure and salinity measurements of the oceans and
the known major steady state current systems with comparable wavelengths.
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The most clearly defined parameter (the zonal harmonic of degree 2) is obtained with
an uncertainty of t6 cm. The preferred numerical value obtained (-43 cm) is smaller than the
oceanographic value (-46) largely due to the effect of the correction for the permanent Barth
tide. Similar precision is achieved for the zonal harmonic of degree 3. The precision obtained
for the fourth degree zonal harmonic reflects more closely the accuracy expected from the
level of noise in the orbital solutions, being a factor of 3 inferior to the values quoted above.
Attempts to obtain the harmonics psi i and 3 Sl to were not successful because of the
masking effect of she non-geocentricity of the system of reference used. The dominant ef-
fect is a southward displacement of 1.5 m along the polar axis.
The results presented in this paper are preliminary. While some further progress of a 	 I i
limited nature may be forthcoming with improvements in the definition of orbits, the most
important requirement for significant advances in remote sensing surface ocean dynamics
using altimeter data, is the refinement of low degree tesseral harmonics of the satellite-
determined gravity field model to 2 parts in 109.
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IDETERMINATION OF SOME DOMINANT PARAMETERS
OF THE GLOBAL DYNAMIC SEA SURFACE
TOPOGRAPHY FROM GEOS-3 ALTIMETRY
1. INTRODUCTION
The basic equations of non-tidal motion of the surface layer of the oceans, excluding
wave motion, can be represented on an X  x2 coordinate system in the local horizon (xl
oriented east, x2
 oriented north) by (e.g., see Mather 1976 for a review of the derivation)
ii i + f CQk 6j3 ack = - g ors - 1 ap
a
 + F
i	 (1).axi pw axi
obtained when i takes the values 1 and 2, f being the Coriolis parameter given by
f = 2w sin 0	 (2),
6ij is the Kronecker delta,
I if subscripts are ordered 1231231.. .
eijk = -1 if subscripts are ordered 132132....
	 (3),
0 if i=j; i=k, j=k
zi , zi . Fi
 being components of accelerations, velocities and frictional forces acting on the
surface layer of the oceans in the directions xi , g is local gravity, pa the atmospheric pressure
on the sea surface, pw
 the density of sea water and 1, the dynamic sea surface topography
(SST).
rs is defined as the radial departure of the sea surface from the geoid. As the term "sea
surface topography" has been used in the past to refer to the height of the sea surface above
any arbitrary reference surface, it has been considered necessary to qualify is by the use of
the additional adjective "dynamic" as in the title of this paper. However, the abbreviation
"SST" will always be used in this paper to refer to the quantity ^,, as defined above. The
height of the sea surface above the adopted reference surfaces will be called the height
anomaly, designated by ^ if S is a rotating equipotential ellipsoid of revolution, or t' if S
were the higher reference model (Mather 1974, p. 90 et seq.).
The currents in the surface layer of the oceans can be as large as 2 x 10 2 cm s- 1 . Table
1 summarizes the factors necessary to maintain a current of 10 cm s -i at latitude 45°. Figure
1 is a representation of the dynamic sea surface topography as produced from steric anom-
alies in the oceans, compiled primarily from (Wyrtki 1975, Reid et al. 1977, and Lisitzin 1974).
Such global representations are not instantaneous, being based on sporadic measurements of
ti
rt '-
Table I
Magnitudes (Rounded Off) of Factors Which Can Maintain a Surface Layer
Current velocity of 10cm s"t at Latitude 45°
Factor Required Magnitude
Sea Surface Topography Gradient 3t,/ax, 0.4aresec (20em per 102 krn)
Atmospheric Pressure Gradient apeldxa 30 m per 101 km
Wind Stress' 40m s' 1 (83mph)
'Fa computed from the relation
x
Fa - 2 x 10-6( 1 W H 2 ^-Wa
H - De ith of mixed Jaye,
 
( 102m)
temperature and salinity in the oceans. It is estimated that the contours can be in error by
up to ±20cm due to temporal variations. This model is merely a useful guide in the design
of techniques to recover the SST from satellite altimetry. It should also be noted that the
contours shown contain a zero degree term of +1.14m due to the oceanographic datum
which is of no geodetic consequence.
Fast flowing quasi-stationary mid-latitude cunents like the Gulf Stream in the western
North Atlantic (e.g., NOAA 1975) and the Kuroshio in the western North Pacific (e.g.,
Cheney 1077) are maintained by steep sea surface topography gradients in excess of 1 m per
102 km but with relatively short wavelengths. Other more moderate current systems are
maintained by the interplay of wind. sea surface topography and frictional forces acting on
the surface layer due to continental shelf margin bottom topography. The effect of SST on
ocean circulation is a function of latitude (equation 1) being a minimum in equatorial waters.
The GEOS-3 altimeter had a design criterion of ±50cm resolution in the short pulse
movie. The comparison of overlapping passes of such altimetry (Mather and Coleman 1977,
Table 2) showed that the altimeter appeared to provide a resolution of at least f20cm on a
relative basis, for features with wavelengths greater than 30km. assuming that the discrep-
ancies were not of oceanographic origin. Spectral analysis of pairs of overlapping passes in-
dicated that non-trivial strengths of signal were obtained for several wavelengths in excess of
;00km (Mather 1977, P. 25). Further details of investigations of this type using a wider
data base, are reported in (Mather et al. 1978b).
These studies indicated that a'basis existed for the recovery of limited information
about the global SST from the short pulse mode GEOS-3 altimetry, despite the following
shortcomings in the data:
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(i) The orbits (and hence the values of t provided by Wallops Flight Center) were
subject to error. These were as much as two orders of magnitude worse than the
relative precision of the altimetry data, especially for the data collected in 1975.
In 1976, the orbital errors were about one order of magnitude worse than the
resolution of the altimeter.
(u) The GEOS-3 altimetry data was collected as a set of finite passes with lengths up
to 9000 km. No attempt was made to obtain near -simultaneous global coverage
as envisaged in the case of SEASAT-A.
A study of overlapping passes in the Tasman and Coral Seas (Mather et al. 1977, p. 36)
showed that the root mean square (rms) discrepancy between sea surface heights on two
pass" of length greater than, 3000km dropped on the average to around t30cm or less when
the radial orbital error was modelled by a bias (b) and a tilt (c). This practice has been widely
used by more than one GEOS-3 Kincipal Investigator when attempting to refine the altim-
eter data for various sWilies.
The monthly analyses of GEOS-3 altimetry data in the Sargasso Sea (Mather et al.
1978b) shows t..,.: models can be constructed for each monthly data set using the technique
of crossover constraints so that the variation of height at a common point in different solu-
tions has an rms of around t40cm. Some of this variation is probably due to oceanograrhic
causes.
There is no problem in generating orbits such that crossover discrepancies are not much
greater than ±3 m. These discrepancies are partly due to force model errors used in orbit in-
tegration. They can be reduced to less than +2 in introducing crossover constraints, pref-
erably in terms of understood probable errors in the force field models, after elimination of
about 10r/, of the altimetry data affected by excessive biases probably due to time tag errors.
Given orbits which have a radial uncertainty of tQcm, further improvement can be achieved
by averaging. The global data bank of sea surface heights (^ or r') can provide information
for the recovery of a feature of the SST under the following conditions:
(i) Sufficient GEOS-3 data is available for the average representation of any particu-
lar wavelength so that the resolution is ±Q /^,Fncm, where n is the number of
samples.
(ii) The amplitude of the feature is greater than QJV-n cm.
(iii) The error in the geoidal model with wavelengths comparable to that of the feature,
are significantly less than tQ/,^/n_cm.
It is not difficult to conjure up a scenario in which features of the SST can be deter- 	 _,
mined with a precision of 10cm. For example, it has been observed that the second degree
4
;:	 —^^
of the SST is significantly larger than other terms in its representation by a surface harmonic
series (Mather 1975, p. 67). On the basis of the previous study (Mather et al. 1977), it can
be concluded that a basis exists for the recovery of this term from the GEOS-3 da ta bank,	 A
despite its flaws due to inadequate tracking distribution and the irregular manner in which 	 -S
the data were collected in both space and time.
Other circumstances in which the magnitude of r, exceeds the noise level of the altim-
eter are in the neighborhood of fast-flowing mid-latitude currents like the Gulf Stream. While
there is little problem in obtaining r or t' on a relative basis in such circumstances with the
required precision, the same cannot be said for r5 due to the lack of knowledge of the geoid
profile over such short wavelengths (less than IOOOkm), as discussed at length in (Mather
et al. 1978b, Sec. 9).
The present study therefore concentrates on the definition of parameters of the global
quasi-stationary dynamic SST through those wavelengths for which the Earth's gravity fief±
model is known with an acceptable level of precision. Section 2 deals with the data available
for the present series of investigations. Section 3 deals with the technique for obtaining a
solution from an analysis of long arcs ofGEOS-3 altimetry. Section 4 deals with the Equinox
Experiment designed to eliminate seasonal effects on the estimation of the quasi-stationary
constituent of SST. The reference system plays a significant role in the evaluation of SST
from a data set which is not truly global under circumstances where the solution can only be
obtained for selected harmonics of the gravit y field. This is discussed in greater depth in
Section 5. Section 6 deals with the problem of modelling data which is restricted to ocean
areas alone, with special reference to the use of the model in generating parameters related
to ocean circulation.
Section 7 analyzes the results obtained and Section 8 presents the conclusions drawn
from the present study,
2. THE 1977 GEOS-3 ALT1A'ETRY DATA BANK
The orbits used in reducing GEOS-3 altimeter data were computed at Wallops Flight
Center (WFC) using the GFM 7 gravity field model (Wagner ct al. 1977) or at the Naval Sur-
face Weapons Cen'e . Dahlgren, Va., using tracking from 16 to 60 Doppler stations and a
gravity field model specially tailored to the GFOS-3 spacecraft (Stanley 1978. Some orbits
were also computed at Goddard Space Flight Center. The precision of the orbits provided
by WFC appears to be better in 1976 than in 1974 (See Table 2). However. it cannot be in-
ferred from these results that the precision of orbit determination is necessarily a function
of time (ibid).
In earlier studies (Mather ct al. 1977, p. 34; Mather 1977. p. 24), it was shown that the
application of corrections for a tilt c and bias b to cash of a pair of "overlapping" passes over
30OOkm lengths, made the median disagreement between passes drop to about ±30 cm. This
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figure could be improved further if the slight non-coincidenev of ground tracks were also
allowed for (Mather et al. 1978b, See. 5).
In the s=ch for the dominant features of the dynamic SST, the primary objective is
determination of the geometry of the sea surfacm in Earth space as defined in relation to a
geocentric coordinate system. Such a model is directly compat.,_c to the geoid in any de-
termination of r ;. This would also apply to any satellite determined gravity field used in
lieu of the lattr in the search for dominant parameters defining the global distribution of
rs. This relation is conceptually d , c:ribed by Figure
In view of the variable quality of the Wallops orbits. it was necessary to attempt an
orbit improvement ro that the radial orbital errors could be reduced
(a) from values in excess of t10m (e .g.. Mather +: t al. 1977, p. 30) to values smaller
than tern; and
(b) from values less than t2m to the relative. precision of + y0cm implied in the anal-
ysis of overlapping passes (Mather 1977, p. 25).
The principal check on the quality of orbit integration is the crossover (XO) discrep-
agcy d. While it is passible to achieve a median i alue of t 2 in for d from orbit integration
(Table 2). the improvement at (b) cannot be obtained from the GEOS-3 tracking data alone.
The best tracking data available at the present time is laser data taken from the network of
stations shown in Figure 3. The laser ranging precision varies from around 10 cm for the
NASA lags to around tl in 	 other systems. The resulting orbit obtained from integration
	
t	 in the form of the instantaneous satellite position X,,(t) at time t on a geocentric Earth space
	
`	 coordinate system X i . with the X, axis passing through the ('10 pole and the X 1 X= plane
being that of zero longitude (A). The instantaneous position X isg(t) of the sea surface at the
point with geodetic coordinates (0,A) is obtained from the aitcnwter range h(t) using the
relations
Xiss(t) = X i^(t) - l h(t) + 0510-K hl	 (4),
where Ci are defined by the equations
k t = Cos 0  cos d	 t, = Cos 09 sin A	 t3 = sin 09	 (5).
Timing is critical in correlating the orbital ephemeris with the time tag in the altimeter
sensor data record as dhldt can he as large as 'C m s- 1 . For example. a constant timing bias
of 8 ms causes sea surface height errors of ZO cm forcing south-to-north passes to have an
error which is equal and opposite to that in a north-torsouth pass at the same location. This
has serious implications when attempting to enforce crossover constraints.
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Equation 4 assumes that the altimeter is gravitationally stabilized. Orbit integration is
usually performed over 5 day arcs using a gravity field model with the quality of Goddard
Earth Model (GEM 9) (Lerch et al. 1977). The quality of orbit determination can be par-
tially assessed by looking at the rms residuals for each span of tracking. While these are
sometimes not as small as the quality of the tracking would warrant, this is largely attributed
to along-track errors. This can be further verified by studying the quality of altimeter cross
overs for a 5 day span of data acquisition. A typical case is illustrated in Figure 4.
The geocentric radial distance to the sea surface R s(t) is obtained from the coordinates
Xfss(t) using the relation
r 	 ^'Rs(t) 
_ \^^ [Xiss(t)
] 2
	(b).
^3
Rs as evaluated at each altimeter data paint during a 5 day arc, can be examined at crossover
points for the propagation of the radial component of the orbital error as a function of time,
using observation equations of the farm
Rs(t,) - R S(t, ) + L C i 
L
F (t,) - Fi{t t )^	 v	 (7),
01	 L
where Ci are the coefficients required in the solution and F i are functions of time. Observa-
tion equations of this form could, in theory, include the ocean tide. In practice, however,
the number of observation equations is rather small (less than 40 for a 5 day arc of GFOS-3
data), precluding this possibility. it is important that crossover constraints be used only to
eliminate orbital errors due to unmodelled farce field effects. These are estimated as having
predom=pant periods of one half revolution, one revolution, 14 revolutions, s resonance ef-
fect with period of approximately 4.70 days and any linear drifts with time.
Twelve ten day arcs of Wallops data selected for the Equinox Experiment (Section 4)
were analyzed using crossover constraints per ten day are using the following model for the
orbital error
C i Fi(t) = C I t + C: cos Orr t- +C3 sin Orr t +C4 cos 2a t +('5 sin 2a t +
i=t	 t0	 t0	 to	 t0
C cos `rr t + C sill `a t + C cos `R	 +C cos ?^ t	 (8).6	 14 to 	 7	 14 to	 S	 66.21 to .
	 66.21 to
where t is the time in days from the start of the 10 day arc and t o the orbital period in the
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same units. The results obtained per 10 day arc are set out in Table 2. These results show
that the root mean sqt are (ms) residual of crossover discrepancies per 10 day arc averaged
t6.8m. This figure can be reduced to t6.1 in using equation 8 to represent the unmod-
eled orbital errors (i.e., 18 percent of the power). A study of Table 2 shows that this average
crossover discrepancy can be reduced significantly to t 1.8 by rejecting data associated with
9 percent of the XO points on enforcing the criterion that any pass subject to an average XO
discrepancy in excess of f 5 m was subject to an unknown source of error, tentatively asso-
ciated with time tag problems.
Data sets referred to as "constrained" in this context are based on Wallops orbits as
amended by XO constraints using equation 8 and the t5 m cut-off limit explained above.
The significance of the coefficients Ci obtained by the use of equation 8 is not apparent at
this stage.
It therefore appears doubtful whether there is any means of obtaining profiles of sea
surface heights from the orbital ephemeris of GEOS-3 using equation 4 with an absolute
radial precision of better than t 1.3m in global terms at present. However, the internal pre-
cision within the pass can be shown to be around t30cm from overlapping pass comparisons,
as discussed earlier.
Data of this type can play a role in determining parameters of the global dynamic SST
under the following conditions:
(a) The error of t i .3 metres mentioned above and which can be modelled by two
parameters (a bias and a tilt) is randomly distributed as a function of position.
(b) The parameter sought should not be much less than t 15 cm. It should have a suf-
ficiently long wavelength to enable its recovery from a global bank of data where
satisfactory solution procedures can be devised for recovery of the dynamic SST
signal under conditions where the signal to noise ratio approaches 0.1.
If the sea surface topography were modelled using equation 43, the analysis of the data
used to construct Figure I and summarized in Table 4 (Solution 3) shows that only the co-
efficients k, l l and 
^s120 satisfy the above criterion. However, if the orbital errors could in
some way be brought to below +_60cm there is some chance that the coefficients hallo , x,130
and t,,4, can also be recovered.
Note that these probabilities are assessed only on the basis of an analysis of the GEOS-3
altimeter data bank and do not take any other factors into consideration. This will be dis-
cussed further in Sections 3 and 4.
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3. DETERMINATIONS BASED ON LONG PASS SOLUTIONS
In attempting to reduce the average high level of orbital noise per pass from t 1.3 m to
130cm by introducing corrections for tilt c and bias b. the obvious goal is a means of deter-
mining the corrections c and b without losing any information about the geometry of the
sea surface. The introduction of the corrections c and b per pass effectively removes all in-
formation with wavelengths greater than twice the length of the pass unless some special
conditions were imposed.
The longest passes of GEOS-3 altimetry are not greater than 90OOkm. Information on
the shape of the sea surface which could be lost in tilting and bias correcting such a pass will
be of wavelength 18,000km (i.e.. harmonics less than degree 3 in a spherical harmonic rep-
resentation of the SST). However, any contribution to the sea surface topography which is
of degree 2 and symmetrical about the equator will not be lost on introducting corrections
for tilt and bias for the following reasons.
Let the ellipsoid of revolution which best fits the geoid have an equatorial radius a and
fattening f. Let the difference in flattening between the ellipsoid of revolution which best
fits the sea surface and the former be df. If the two ellipsoids have a common tangent at the
equator (i.e., they have the same equatorial radius), the changes dR in radial distance R.
given by
	
R = all - f sin2o +ofel)	 (9),
at latitude # between the two ellipsoids is
	
dR = adfsin2o+ Olaf dfj	 (10).
dR is equivalent to is if both the geoid and the sea surface had only second degree even
zonal characteristics. The change 6dR in the radial distance between two latitudes 0, and
02 is given by
	
6d  = -a df (sin' 0, - sin 2 0,	 )	 (11).
being directly related to the second degree zonal harmonic in the pseudo-representation
of the sea surface as a level surface.
As 
^,12t) _ -46.2cm (Table 4, Solution 3) the following conclusions can be drawn from
a study of Table 3, noting that (e.g., Heiskanen and Morita, 1967, p. 78)
V'5rs120 _ --T`a df
	
(12):
F,
(i) No information on the meridian ellipticity of the sea surface or, for that matter,
any other characteristic which is symmetrical about the equator (i.e., all even de-
gree xonals in rs) is lost by making corrections for bias and tilt to passes which
are nearly symmetrical about the equator.
(h) The lack of symmetry about the equator can be as large as 1000km for pa: of
length greater than 6000km without causing more than a 50 percent distortion in
the second degree harmonic. This is not considered acceptable for this type of
work. However, unless some allowance of this type is made, it is not possible to
sample the Indian Ocean region with passes of sufficiently long length.
Table 3
Differential Changes (Unsigned) in Ellipsoidal Height Due to Variation in
Flattening over Finite Meridional Arc Lengths (s) (Equation 11)"
Arc Length(s) Latitude
d m
(cm})
Maximum
8dR
(cm)Minutes kcn Start End
10 4425
1 60 20.2 96 114
40 0.2 63 63
20 —19.8 0 18
15 6650
60 0.4 114 114
40 -19.7 46 63
35 -24.7 24 50
20 -39.7 44 62
20 8850
60 -19.5 97 114
40 -39.5 1 63
39.8 -39.8 0 62
20 -59.5 95 113
*Computed using dt a 2.381 x 10-1 (..e•.1.120 ` -46.2cm)
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Table 4
Surface Spherical Harmonic Analysis of Occanographically Determined
Quasi-Stationary Dynamic Sea Surface Topography to (5,5N from Data Restricted
to Oceans Between Parallels 65 0 S and 65°N (Units cm)
Coefficients Normalized
(2) (3) (4)
Unconstrained Quat^otures Constrained t^uadraturys
Till
(1)
Leah Squares Zaro on Least Squares Using Land
Ocean Only Land Ocean Only 8ridr.
l 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
0 0 110.2 84.3 114.5 113.5
1 0 5.3 -8.5 6.9 3.4
1 1 -27.9 -2.7 -34.0 -4.1 -21.8 +2.5 -20.6 +3.5
2 0 -43.7 -39.8 -46.2 -48.7
2 1 -13.1 -3.4 -8.9 -2.6 -4.0 +4.4 -3.5 +4.6
2 2 +0.8 -4.6 +5.7 +1.0 -0.7 -0.2 -0.1 +0.1
3 0 +18.5 +6.5 +6.7 +1.8
3 1 -13.2 -11.6 +4,2 -7.5 -4.1 -5.3 -2.0 -3.6
3 2 +1.8 -9.9 +8.5 -13.6 -0.7 -2.4 -0.0 -1.9
3 3 -0.7 -0.4 -3.2 -10.4 -3.0
-9.5
2.3 +1.7
4 0 2.6 -5.8 1.9
4 1 -4.4 +2.4 +7.2 +a.,A +2.1 1*2.8 ,9 +2.7
4 2 +2.1 -6.8 +7.8 -0.9 -0.5 2.7 -0.6
4 3 +4.6 -3.3 -2.0 +0.7 +t.2 1.5 -0.4
4 4 -0.7 -2.1 +0.6 -15.3 -1.8 .9 -0,4
5 0 +14.7 +2.7 +1.0 -3.2
5 1 -7.6 +3.1 -1.0 +5.5 -3.7 -0.8 -1.0 +0.4
5 2 +1.9 -3.0 +2.5 +7.9 -0.6 *2.4 -1 . 2 +2.6
5 3 +4.8 -2.5 -4.0 +0.1 +0.6 +0.2 +0.8 +0.1
5 4 +1.7 +0.4 -14.3 +4.9 -0.3 +1.1 -0.4 +1.8
5 5 +0.6 -0.1 -0.8 -6.3 -0.3 0.8 -0.4 -0.6
Analysis 8,8 16,16
TO
Rms fit 9 9(+cm)
'Zeros assumW tar polar rayons outucla ballots 6b'S and WN
A basis therefore exists for recovering the dvnatnic SST from GFOS-3 altiusetry, from
long passes (lengths greater than s) under the following conditions:
15
t;
,	 -
(i) There should be sufficient passes of the maximum possible length, symmetrical
-	 about the equator. for the recovery of even degree constituents of the sea surface
shape.
(ii) Sufficient passes with a tolerance of about 500km from equatorial symmetry
should be included to provide an even coverage of the Indian Ocean region.
(iii) As will be men from the discussion in Section ti, it is desirable to obtain a cover
age of the entire oceans to avoid aliasing effects due to incomplete sampling.
Under such circumstances, there are several means of obtaining the necessary set of tilt
and bias corrections. The simplest means, as argued above, is by fitting the set of long arcs
to the best available geoid model, are by arc. Ensuring that the three conditions set out above
are enforced. The following problems arise when using this method:
(a) The resulting sea surface model will not have information on harmonics which are
not symmetrical about the equator and with wavelengths greater than twice the
length of the pass.
(b) The harmonics of the SST deduced from a global set of such long passes of
G14OS-3 altimetry are limited to those terms for which the error in the gravity
field model is below at least 1 part in 108.
A study of this problem (Mather 1978b, Table 1) shows that, apart from considerations
of the duality of the G OS-3 altinlctry data discussed above, the magnitude of the SST co-
efficients and the estimated errors in the best available gravity field model -GEM 9 - indi-
cate that on ly the coefficients ^st2, } , ^%111 , (sI40, HMO' HMV t,,6, and possibly, ^W, and
	
tON can be recovered at the present time. Of these, fait • ^,tto • x,121 and ('¢22t cannot be	 -
recovered by the application of tilt and bias corrections. It is not clear whether a basis 1
exists for the recovery ofgtx, from such data.
Two t} PCs of solutions were obtained using; the method of long passes which had
orbital errors reduced from the t1.5 to level to the ±80 em level by determining corrections
b for bias and c for tilt in relation to a gravity field model (GEM). The above three condi-
tions for altimeter passes, although desirable to reduce correlation, are not necessary in this
analysis since the bias and tilt parameters can be solved simultaneously with the SST coeffi-
cients as in the solution ACTS 658 described later. These corrections were determined by
setting up observation equations of the form
v = h-htyt.M -(b+c(t-t,)+ 5hl 	(13).
•	 t
where h is the sea surface height obtained from GEOS-3 altimetry, hceM the height anom-
aly at the sea surface computed by the application of Bruns' fortnula to the GFM model,
16	 =
^_	 ^_
Wg=©
the final system of equations in matrix form are
(fN+W)g = fR
(t,to) Ming parameters quantifying the tilt in terms of height increments and Sh is the de-
parture of the sea surface from the datum level surface (geoid), being modeled by the relation
Sh a R M 4n. ^ R 1c ^^ ^ 13C S
	
(14),
 `)
o 	 o 
when AGanm are coefficients of the surface spherical harmonic functions S anm defined by
equation 27 and assumed normalized. The coefficients ACanm obtained from the resulting
solution represent the geometrical distortion of the average sea surface from the level surface
implicit in the GEM model.
Equation 13, written in matrix form, is
v = Ax +Bg -va
	(1$),
where vo is the vector of differences (h - hoEM ), x being the vector of bias and tilt param-
eters and g the array of coefficients Acanin. The reduced set of normal equations obtained
from equation 15 by least squares, can be written in matrix form as
IBT B - BT A(AT A)-' AT BIg = C BT
 - BT MAT A)` t AT] vp	 (16).
It can be seen from equation 13 that AT  for each pass of altimetry, is a 2 x 2 matrix
with a simple inverse. Hence, for each pass (p) of altimetry, equation 16 may be written as
NP g = RP	 (17)
and summed over all passes to give
Ng = R	 (18).
If f is the matrix of weight coefficients which allows for variable observational accuracy
and if solution constraints are introduced by the relation
The elements of the diagonal constraint matrix W (w d corresponding to the element gi in the
g array which is the coefficient ACanni in the representation of the SST (see Table 4)), are
defined by the relation i
17
Two sets of solutions were attempted using this technique.
Solution l (AGS 658)
Data was selected for this solution to produce the best possible areal coverage. The
distribution of data used is shown in Figure 10. 424 passesof GEOS-3 altimeter data, with
ground tracks varying in length from 20° to 80 °, comprised the data set. The input data
were values of the sea surface height computed by Wallops Might Center. Values of Alcanm
were solved for to ( 5.5) using the following values for an for purposes of constraint:
0 2 = 1500cm 2 ; o 2 = 343em2; 02 = 144cm2; Q2 = 99 cm2	(22).
For reasons put forward earlier, the coefficients ACn j and AC2. needed excessive con-
straining, as did AC133, the respective values of wij being increased by a factor of 3 over the
values given in equation 22. The values used for f in equation 19 was I m.
The GEM model used in AGS 658 (i.e.. for the generation of hGFM ) was GEM 7
(Wagner et al. 1977) while values of the coefficients obtained in Table 5 are based on GEM 9.
The degree variances in the uncertainties of the (5,5) model generated in solution AGS 658
in comparison to those for GEM 9 are the following, in em2 :
Degree AGS 658 GEM 9
2 66 IS
3 30 12 5 	(23).
4 ?2 66
a 1 2 704
On comparing the figures at (23) with those at (22), it can tx concluded that starting 	 !
with altimetry data with the level of noise around t t m, the technique has the potential to
provide significant information can the quasi-stationary dynamic SST, subject to the limita-
tions discussed above. however, the uncertainties in the GEM 9 coefficients, except for
those of degree 2 and the zonal terms, restrict the information that can be obtained at the
present time.
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Solution 2 (EGM Series)
t
	
	
In this type of solution, all attempt was made to recover primarily :t  using the tech-
nique described by equations 13 to 2 1, but with a smaller selection of passes restricted to
those which satisfied the more rigid criteria set out following equations 9 to 12. One major
problem was obtaining sufficient data to cover the Indian Ocean. In addition, the data Sam-
pie that satisfied the criteria of symmetry was about 40 times smaller than that used in
AGS 658. This substantially increased the level of noise causing solution instability.
Two typ" of solutions gave satisfactory values of ^ ct ,►t . The first t) pe (Solution FGAI
19) were passes longer than 4500ktrt with balance across the equator to within t500knt. As
only ' 1 passes of data in the 1977 6,hl)S-3 altinretry data bank satisfied this criterion, it was
decided to assemble a second data set (FG.Nt 20) which provided: in addition a coverage of
shorter passes (lengths greater than 1 5 00knt) in the Indian Ocean and Atlantic Region. The
best results obtained from these two limited data sets were in the case where the higher ref-
erence model used was CFM 9 to (30,30) where only zonal coefficients were solved for using
a system of constraints defined by equations 19 to 22. The values obtained for ^.,, N) were
-47 cnt in the case of EGM 19 and --IS cnt for hGM 20. Beth these results are in
agreement with the value expected from occanographic considerations, despite the
loss of resolution due to the limited data sample which is not well distributed globally (Fig-
ure 8). Nevertheless the results substantiate the claim that information on the differential
flattening between the sea surface and the geoid is not lest on application of corrections for
tilt so long as the pass is symmetrical about the equator.
An effort was made to	 the ktata coverage bN reducing the criterion for equa-
torial symumetr} to 1000knt. The resolution obtained deteriorated further, probable due to
the aliasing effect of the additional nttmb! •r of passes as> ntn)etrical about the equator. The
result obtained from FGAI 1 1 ) is shown in fable 5, though the values are not considered tr-
liable enough an estimate of the occanographic value which is vulnerable to aliasing when
evaluated from non.-global samples.
This type of solution for ^,ta) cannot be wcommended due to the Ix)or signal to noise
and tt %c paucity of data. how ever, they wcrc made in an attempt to verify the thesis illus-
trated in Table 3, that Ow application of tilt and bias corrections to passes syntntetrit:al about
the equator does not result in the loss of the signature of the second degree harmonic of the
dynamic SST in the resulting sea s • t,face model. It can be conclutfed that this lias been
stablished.
In conclusion, it can lie stated that solution AGS oS8 should provide information on
the dominant hafnitlttt^S 
^xl.t^, ju st) (pussibl^ ) and j^ ► 4" of the d\ nanlic SST, having :( %a tis-
`
	
	
factor}- areal distribution (Figure 10) and being confined to iung arc•. The results obtained
arc set out in Table 5. Solutions for harmonics of degree 1 ca onh he attempted from sea
surface niodels related to geocentric orbits \pith appropriately controlled Ic\els tit' noise. As 	 f)
f 	 :
I 	 '1
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I 	 '1
seen in Section 2, this is possible by applying some constraints when selecting a data base
referred to the GEOS-3 orbits, as described in Section 4.
4. THE EQUINOX EXPERIMENT
One objective of satellite altimeter missions is the recovery of data for the synoptic
monitoring of ocean circulation. As pointed out in (Mather I978b, Sec. 4), over 80 percent
of the spectrum of SST is contained in about 10 spherical harmonic coefficients through
terms with wavelengths longer than 3000km. Attention is confined to these long wave fea-
tures defining the global dynamic SST in this study. In the past, the lack of adequate d°ta
has forced oceanographers to treat the global dynamic SST as stationary in time. This situ-
ation has changed in the past two decades.
The variations in the global SST with time can be classified as follows:
(i) Synoptic variations with periods ranging from 10 1 to 102 days, which are prob-
ably wind induced.
(ii) Seasonal variations which are largely induced by the transfer of energy between
the atmosphere and the surface layer of the oceans as a function of the seasons.
(iii) Long period variations which are beyond the scope of the present study.
The question of seasonal variation has been investigated by Gill and Niiler (1973). A
comprehensive analysis of observational data has been undertaken by Wyrtki in the Pacific
Ocean (Wyrtki 1975; Wyrtki 1977) and globally by Levitus and Dort (1977).
The figures presented in these studies show th-n the changes in the SST are a function
of season, sea level tending to be at its lowest in northern mid-latitudes during January -
February and highest in July to August. The magnitude of , he variations is a function of
position, varying from approximately 40 cm in the Kuroshio to as little as 4 c at Guam
(W rtki 1975 457 1 The occurrence of such variations is of considerable signi f icance inY 	P •
establishing sampling techniques for the determination of quasi-stationary SST. It is obvious
that determinations of the global dynamic SST from data collected during a northern sum-
mer will give different results to that collected during a northern winter. The terms affected
will probably be the zonal harmonics, three of which contribute to the dominant 80 percent 	 I,.,
of th° spectrum of sea surface topography.
A separate determination of the dominant terms in the global SST • as therefore at-
tempted from data which excluded samples recorded during the summer and winter months.
This set is called the Equinox Data Set as only the short pulse mode altimetry data collected 	 '	 t
during the months of September - October 1975 and March - April 1976 were considered in
its compilation. It was originally intended to use only the twelve 10 day spans of eta which
i
- 
	 jo	 7T
ri
7
fell within the four month period mentioned. The selected GLOS-3 altinn• lcr data dislribu-
tiun fur Ilse September equinox in 1975 is shown lit Figure 5 while that for the March 1970
equinox is shown in Figure 0. Fach distribution on its own is inadequale fur determination
of parameters of the glufiaI d) namIc SS I . IItiwever the combinaI It, n of the two (I : igure 71,
When Supplemented by I'our additional live day spans on either side of the two periods, pro-
vided a coverage of 30.8 percent of the 33,90 2, 1" x I" c,1ui-angular blocks within the par-
allels h5 0 S and 65°N which constitute the -global ocean areas" fur the del'inition of the
geoid used in this series of studies (Mather ct al. 1978a. Sec.()).
Attempts were made to prepare a set of sea surface heights using the hest available or-
bits so that no information on low degree contributions to the shape of the sea surface were
lust as in the case of the techniques described in the previous section. As discussed in Section
_', the less than optimum distribution of tracking stations and limitations in the force field
models caul he expected to pt'oduce errors in the radial component of orbital position and
hence, the sca surface heights. The use of crossover constraints provides a means of esti-
ntating some of the till nodeled errors in orbit integration, as semis to be file case froth a
stud y of flit, results in Table
I he equinox data set was used hulls lit Ilit ,
 original ,end Ihecunstr:uncd form, to prepare
models of the sea sur('acc as a first stage rn the .ntalysis for those long wave components of
the dv manic SST which have a favur:thlr signal-lo-noise ut relation to the error, lit the (;hM 9
gravity field model l he coelTicients sought arc set out nt I able 5. The results oht,uned
from this analysis are discussed ire Section 7. 1 he tat.i derived from the original Wallops data
has a higher lei<I of noise to that obt.imcd al'tcr the application o''the error model at equa-
tion 5 in the :n alysis of crossovers. In hoth cases the Ievel of noise is signifie.intly larger (a
factorof at least ') than the data sets used nt Section ?. Operating under such circumstances
is a necessary price which has to he paid in an attempt to retain Al information on dynanuc
SS l' with wavelengths c(luivalent to spherical Ir.ir monies of degr.r less than ? which .ire not
symmetrical about the equator.
Dtic to this adverse signal-to-noise, sca surt'ice heights obtained directly from orbit in-
tegration without the application of arhitrar\ tilt and hits corrections, require prc-processing
into a suitable form prior to analysis. The nature of this pr:-processing is described in (hc
ne\l section.
S.	 fill SYSTEM OI : RL• FLKI-N( • I . 11Sl 1) IN MIL TQUINI)\ LXPI RIMLNC
"hilt, principal role of a system of reference is the removal of systematic effects in the
data which can fit , eliminated prior to analysis. thereb y reducing (ht , sit-Mal to-noise ratio. It
is also essential that the ntodelhng procedure used dues not InadWrlentk, damp out the Sig-
nal sought. The mottel used lit reducing the satellite iltmictry data is that described as the
higher reference model (blather 1 0 74. pp. 00 ct seq.). The use of this System in I , ractiee is
described in (Mather 1078b, Sec. 4).
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I '	 In the fL'.t stage, the height anomaly	 '^	 ^	  ^' on the higher reference system is computed
,
using the relation
(24),
where
1l	
n	
2
it
^m	 a ) L L Canal Sarni
	 (25).R7	 o	 on_ -
	m=0 a=1
Where (Ro ,0A) are the geocentric Splierlcal coordinates of the sea Surface, G Is the gravita-
tional constant and M Ilse mass of the Farth. Cainin are obtained from the satellite determined
harmonic coefficients CtYnni to degree n ' from the relation
^
7Ca' nn)	 - Canni	 +dCanni	 (`6)•
JAsdescribed tit
	 Mather et af. 1978a, Sec. 6.11, the corrections dCa ,iii are primarily due
to the differential effect of the atmosphere on downward continuation of the geopotential.
These corrections turn out to be negligible for harmonics less than degree 6. The exceptions
are the coefficients Ct,II, (I40 and Cl (,,. The use of the height anomaly ^ in relation to a
reference ellipsoid (equatorial radius a, flattening f) in equation 24, requires that 01 20	 =	 0
if the value of 1• is consistent with the coefficient C' I ,O .	 II this were the case:, on forcing the
above reference ellipsoid to be part of the higher reference model, the corrections dC 140 and
dCII,II take specific values which are functions of f (ibid, Appendix).
	 Dull details of the Com-
putation of V III are gkcn tit 	 reference quoted. The terms Sanm in equation 25 are surface
spherical harmonic functions, given by
S I mn	 -	 1, fill) (sin 0) cos Inx:	 S, nnl	 =	 hnlil (sin Q) sin nix	 ( 27),
1'11111(sin 0) being the normalized associated Legendre function of degree it 	 order nt.
The basic relation satisfied by the height anomaly ( at the surface of the Earth is
1^lather 1 t^75, p. 71)
. 7 being normal gra) its.
I- he difference IW O - U11 ) is established front the GFOS-3 altimetry as described in
1^lathcr et al. 1978x. Sec. 6) and is a known quantity. T, for all practical purposes is the dis-
Curbing polcimal which will he icro for all harmonics less than n' it' the coefficients CanII,
are alit) free from error, the atmospheric potential being neglected in equation 28 as its dif-
ferential effect has been shown to have no SignitiCant inlluCnce oil
	 of low degree at
the surface of the 1-ar[I1 not involving upw:u-d Continuation (ibid. p. 17).
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A solution for low degree harmonic coefficients (n < n') in ^s can only proceed on the
basis that the only other term in equation 28 containing such information, is the global data
bank of (' which, in the present investigation, is only available at sea hrtween parallels 65°S
and 65°N.
The input data in the Equinox Data Set is in the form of 13,499 1° x 1 0 area mean
values of ^' (Table 5), with a rms variability of +2.7m. The mean variability within a 1° x 1°
square from raw Wallops orbits is ± 1.7 m. As the harmonics being sought in the present study
are of degree less than 7, it is preferable to analyze the data in the form of 5 0 x 5 0 area means
as the signal-to-noise is improved.
	
Simplified observation equations of the form	 -
n'	 n	 2
v= k- 21 L E ^sanm Sanm
	 (29),
n- I m=0 a=1
where ^sanm are the surface spherical harmonic coefficients in the global representation of
^ S , k being defined by either
k =	 (W0-U0)+`,
7
or
[Wo	n 
1k=^_f1InL L( 	S	 _^R'-rose
  ` 1	 011111 anni ,
o n-0	 o m=0 a=1
UO being the potential of the rotating equipotential ellipsoid defined by the parameters GM,
a, f and w, where w is the angular velocity of rotation of the Earth by the relation (e.g., ue
Mather 1971, p. 83)
	
U° = aM sin a + 3 a'w-'
	 ( 3 _2),
where
a = cos- I ( I -1)	 (33).
The satellite altimetry data is used to define the geocentric spherical coordinates
1 R,,,0,X) of the sea surface when using equation 31 to define k.
The reference system used for the Equinox experiment was defined by the following
set of constants:
,7
(30)
F- ...
•I,
I	 1
C	 = 2.197 924 58 x 10 1 " cm s-I
GNI = 3.980 00 .3 7 x 10 2(l cm 1 s-'
C
I2n 
= 1.08_' 027 5 x 10-3	
(34).
LO
	
= 7.,1)' 1 15 15 \ 10-5 rad s-I
The dependent Constants have the following %:dues:
t`I = 1-98.57 3	 (35).
The potential of the geoid as obtained from the analysis of the equinox data (Mather et al.
1978x. See. of using the constrained set from the Wallops orbits ('fable 5),
	W ,, = 0.63,682.76 ±0.18kGal nl	 (36),
t
giving
(W„ - U 11 ) _ +0.08 kGal nl	 (37).
for an ellipsoid of equatorial radius (078,140.000.
The geoid so defined is for epoch 1976.0. It should lie noted that W 11 is based on a
39.8 percent representation of the ocean arras between O O S and 05°N, \vith data distribu-
tion as silo\\ n In Figure 7. file calibration adopted for the GI-OS-3 altimeter is that deter-
mined pseudo-geometrically h> !Martin and Ituticr ( 1 9 77). This procedure, while alfecting
the value of W,, does not influence the dynamic SST parameters determined from the
GE:OS-3 data bank.
o.	 ;•lODFLLING I III' DYNANM SLA SL I RFACI- IY)I'tic RAI'll't
Special prohlk-mN Are involved in modelling data which does not continuously cover the
surface of' the I xIll. Oceanic phenonl.• na cover only about 70 percent of the I arlh's sur-
face. Tllc d,lta for GFOS -3 olll\ plo\I11CN data 1111 those parts of (lit' Occalls which lie he-
tween t,5"S and o5'N. On using the I' \ I' global elevation data hank as a mask for the•
oceans, this defines the oce,ul alca in terms of 33, 1 02, such squares between the parallels
defined above.
Fxtractahl y information on the quasi-stationary dynamic sea surface topography is
-.ontained In the I ^I OS-3 Alfflwlry data hank subject to the following qualifications:
(i) I he Icatilres sought should preferably have a magnitude in excess of al least three
fillies the noisy level ol , equivalent wavelengths in the gravity field.
(ii) Sufficient altrluetry data is avallablc to filter o,lt the effect of the tides.
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(iii) Adequate data is available to average out any seasonal variations in the SST. If
this were not the case, the resolution obtained will only be equivalent to the mag-
nitude of such variations (currently estimated at t20cm).
The obvious model for representing the long wave features of the SST is a surface
spherical harmonic series
^sanm Sanm + o{fQ	 (38),
n-t	 0.1
where tsanm are coefficients of degree n and order m, while Sanm are defined by equation
27. The values obtained for the coefficients 3sanm are dependent on the method of solution.
The harmonic coefficients can be obtained by two different methods if the data is uniformly
distributed over a sphere.
(i) By least squares, using observation equations of the form
AX — k = V	 (39),
from equation 29. Values of ^eanm are obtained by minimizing
(p = VT W V	 (40),
where W is the matrix of weight coefficients which in this set of computations is
	 i
cos 0, where 0 is the latitude of the equi-angular square in which the data was
sampled.
The solution is then	 i
X = (AT WA)-t
 AT WK	 (41),	 I^
The array X being composed of the coefficients (,anm
(ii) Alternately, given a distribution of r s , the coefficients (,anm can be obtained
using the relation
f
^sanm 
__ 
4 
I	
I ^s Sall ,,,do	 (42),
assuming the coefficients to be normalized, do being the element of surface area
on unit sphere.
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I he error introduced by the spherical assumption is less than !0.5 cm as the SST does
not have a magnitude in r\ress of 12 n1.
The question of modelling the long wave features of the SST has been discussed before
(Mather 1971; Mather 1978a. Sec. 6). Two distinct possibilities are open:
(a) Solve for
,anni using equations '_H to 31, sampling; ^, in ocean areas only.
(b) Solve for sanm using equation 29 but replacing ^, by
n 2
^^ = kt,l^,X ► l^	 ^sanm Sanm	 (43),
11=1 m=0 a=1
Where
k0(O.X) is the ocean function defined by
0 if (O,X) on land
1 if (m,X) is oceanic
Table 4 sets out the coefficients obtained by analyzing the quasi-stationary dynamic
SST reliresented in Figure I by four diftireni methods. Solution 1 gives the results obtained
by using: equation ' t) in ocean areas only. Solution 2 gives values of ^xanm obtained by using
equations 42, 43 and 44. The results for solution ' change negligibly N. (wren equivalent
least squares solutions :md values obtained by quadral tires. "Ilue results in solution I for a
determination to (8.8) vary considerably when the analysis is carried out by least squares to
duffernug degrees, due to a hick Irtel of correlation between the solved coefficients as a re-
sult of the incomplete representation of data on the sphere.
r
A ihinl type of solution was obtained by constraining the coefficients ^sanm n} im-
posing the condition
+ = VTW\' + XTW` X = Minimum
	 (45)
instead of equation 40 when obtaining a solution. The constraints were imposed through the
array W c . usin g coefficients of the form
WC	
11
fo r answers in nu. tt lucre n is the degree of the harmonic and R the mean radius of the Earth.
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Solutions obtained In tills manner changed only sligmiN its a function of the de;.rer to
a	 which llit , thu was anaI)/ cd. A solution ul this IN lie Is slit \vn as Still it it, it  .1 of Table a.
1	 hhe Constrained solution in ocean arras so obtained was checked Iry interl,olation
values ill
	
arras along ;I 	 using, it cubic l,t,l\ normal ul longlttldt' tlll'lClClik r it\ Iron,
the Castel-it sea/land bounkl,uy, of the form
•1
s	 al td\ ► I 	1371.
=u
The coefficients a l are estimated h Irast Squares filling to ht'tween 4 cold S data points
in oceans along the salve l,arallrl k i ll 01111er %idr of lilt' I.Ind mass \\ III I IICVdS to he bridged.
I he results So obtained from both least Squares and tluadlatrlres are listed as solution a
fit
	 -l.
The results fit 	 4 t'nll,h 'mm lilt- care nrt'ded In sole: tulg a Sy s10111 fot modelling the
SST. No two models fit able •3 are exactl\ etquivalenl, though the models nl lilt- last 1\\o S•ts
of columns differ onIN fit 	 zero has been ls%unled for \.hies of %, outside the q,arallk•Is
c,:°N and o5"S fit 	 evaluation by tluadtattlles.
Th• --wfllrietlls 111 III1constraiiled solt111ti11%are heavil1' correlawd and th-mgc dlainal-
hall) N'lill It.: 111,1\lllllllll degree to which a uksis Is Ca rried out. 'hit' tlu.ldratult's solutions
using zero till Lind ire not dlret'lly collll,aral l 1t' \%-fill hartllonic solultonN obl.mictl from Sets
ttf tibsmatltill OtIU.1Iitms lorliw tI Ill ocean ;Ilt',Is oitIN. I'llrtl It, l IIItmc' IIIk' Ilse tit Sm . I1 Ill t i tle Is
III currenI IlloticIllllg 0 tit u,lllt i lt I) 111 Ille thrill oI ;I IIOtiltIIIL it t It' 11\,III%Os. 11cco Ill e mist.lble
t' Iti%r to Co.IStillIO N , .1% lit) IIlk' It'l , rt'St'111.IlIt , I1S tit ^`, tulle It , lot, [lit" lilt' 11.11 1110111k I110d0l It,
Like irro values on Lind.
I'hr variation n1 the k orffi:lenls Gir Solutions of I) lies ? .Ind -1 indicate lilt , strong rll-
IlllellCe of areal wi l l-csentallt'll 111 solid lolls. GI OS-3 .111111WIL't thl.l doeS Ilt , l l i lt , \ Ide Y;link'%
of sea surface height% in all olVall1C al'C;1% between 115„ti slid O"N, as call be sek'Il (milli Ilic
distrlhullon of data for the rklumov ; \l ,rrinn • nl I I Igurr 7I.
It I% thereflire %.-tins dcrva esselllml 111.11 1his I.1clol' be taltell 11110 ;It L'011111 \\ Ilt'll
Ille IC1.11m. t111,111h t i t' %A111011%(11 1 1;111it'd Irolll thtlt'relll IllCtimplk - tc 111.1 b,llllks. I lit' do1111-
11.111t stlrLlee %1 1 1101C.0 11.11111oI11e COC111t'It' 111% Itil 111, till'IS1-Statlollat\ 111 ll%t'd 111 Iht' l,l t'sellt
stlld) It, 101 1 teselll tilt' Illlly S.Illll , it'd rrgloll bt' lwt• t'II 111	 1\\Y, %1\t)' 111111 l`.11.1110% II1 Ote;Ill
areas Is given r11 Column 1 of I'.Itile C. Column 2 of tills I.I110 ,•Ives tilt' \,Iluk k obtained 11.1,1
the	 SIS I , l't'll done 11SIllg tIALI %:Illll , lt'd 0111\ Ill I he .Ircjs \\ here .Ill II11c try dala N t'lt• avail-
it I,
	
for the (alulno\ rit lit' linlcnt. Itolll sell of \.Ilue%.Ire ablauled Itom constrained least
SquareS solutions to 11n.Ihl.
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7.	 Till' ANALYSIS 01' 1111: RhSL I I I'S
Table 5 presents 111 st1111man , Illi re\Illls olilalaed It , thle 111 dt-lt-rllllllallt ► 115 o t* the
dtllllln,rllt I ►at.1111 lt• 1% of tilt' d> Il,nllir sea surface to{►og!lalth (SST). I he rc,ulls sho\\ that
correct)> filleted (1I :OS-3 Allmetr% tl,ll.l can provide heights tit' the sea surface in relation It)
it geocellll'ic ► tikirdI[title System with a s11111ciontly large slg!ILII it , Iloiw to permit Ills' recovery
of the l ►aratncters referred to allow, I Itc Ic\t'l of noise ill 	 constrained tLita sets obtained
from llte Wallops orbits using; ctluation S kill 10 da% arcs, is estmuted from -rossmer (\O)
tliscre{ ►ancies 31 it 1-?Ill. A second uldic.ifor is file v:lriability of \,tines in a 1 0 r I° -.Aquare.
!'ht, ru g s geoid variation across such .I ,tluare v.► ries bt'tween W.? m to t(1.,8 m. I he value of
.1.5 nl obtained for data ill 	 equino\ data set seem, It ► confirm the estimate of 21.3 tit as
Ihi lc\t'I Of noise in tilt- tl.lt,l ctnnl ►risingz tilt' I imno\ 11at,I Set.
It has been it 	 kif Ihuulb to assume lh.lt It i5 po sisiblc to.leri\e la ► ng! \\.ne signals
\\ hose amplitudes are tell 	 sn1.111er than the timse be vel l ►rovittetl Ihi ImAg:rountl noise
flocs not t'ontain errors of etlulvalenI \va\cicnrlh and amt\Mtile. I IIt- a11.11\sIs of VVS to
mode  ,Mitt Imit\d kit lsll,ll etior .1, discrlbcd Ill tieetion', I'edllced the W discrepancies on
awral:e b>' I !Ill	 F ile testiltIng; call>tlailled %ollltit'll Illtlduces it 	 kit 1 ► I ht which is Sig-
}	 Illlliall(1) 5111.IIlil lb.!Il life kiie.11lt ►g!fa1 ► Illi \.IIUe	 1111 , i;IS1s:1 Sh;kit s \\ over.111 ) .Id It s e Illt ►tft'I
ling; kif tcl-ms'in the enforcemcm kit' V) constraints.
III lilt- l s l'esoll set t► ) 5ki1tIItons, a limit o f ! 1111 \\ele Kt oil 111e 111,11!IlllIIdc of tilt, coclll'
dents i 111 etlll,ltlon 8, us111g etitiation 45. 1110. 111,1) be too high	 I Ilelt- g kirc, tilt' t:kin,ll.lIIIvtI
sel tit' solutions 111 Ills present % lady ma) no( Ileie.ssaril\ be lilt- best solutions.
The ,ulal>sis of \O •s for the entire I077 (;I :OS-? .1111111 001, data set in today 5l►ans irt-
dlcalt'tl 111.11 Ills' t s Ib11C 111 I 07 6 \\ere sivilifIcalltl\ bl'ttvi (hall those ill I 0 75. It wa ,^  (Iivid'ore
dei llletl to compile .1 1 0 7(1, 1 1 .1 1 .1 \el bawd tell dal.) _cquired belNeill 	 .Illd \llg,ll,l
I Q 76 IFigufi Of. ]'lie \,In g e t \\ o t\ I ►.'s of sollltlolls as kil ► lmllctl fkil Ilie I gtIIIIo\ 1 1 .11.1 Set
were rclicalid and the results listed nl tilt , last t\\t s coltmm%of L ibl,' 5. Agam, lhi con>ll, incd
Skilllllotl g ilies it
 
relatively Itm \';In g e of	 . conhuniilll! the heed for ;1 re\'It'\\ of the ► ioce-
dure (Or IlU ddlitig orbital ern ► r Ill ell(t ► rcing! V) cowotmnts.
Tile Second Peg;ree harmonic
III vw%v of the resena llons alloul the constrained solutions. Ill,- atllhois :tit- indl cd
tow:IRls.l \,hilt' of -47cm for	 I 	 IItI% \,I It: c is t i lt I\ .1 I , rt'llll m.tr\ i,lllll,11v. 11
Should Aso I N C Ilkilid that tili \;hilt, 1\ obt. lllt-d b\ reiclling Ille Itlit' Sea Surface It s
 .1 skill"
1-allll I odk - I %% 111,11 Is intlepentivilt ki t tilt' I .ilth tide. T ile laller Ills .l I ► t-l'111.111e111 collllstsileill
Nlll:ll - .Ill t4' e\tllllatid as Cotitlll s titing to lilt- sllal ►e t it' the sea surface	 A \,title of 1 ,1211 O l in-
l small lc \► Ith tilt, oceanog:r.l Jill I% \,Illlt'\ Is t s l`I,II ► led b\ eolic:11111! the Alove \,hilt, b\ +hell)
(Other I0780.
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The First Degree harmonic
w I
	 ^ , J
I	 ^
}
It had been hoped to recover the second largest contribution to the dynamic SST
(^,t t t - Kahle 5) which has a value -2 1 cm. Being a first degree harmonic term, it can only
he obtained from the analysis of the orbit related sea surface height data bank (i.e., either
the Equinox Set or the 1976 Data Set). Solutions for this harmonic can only be obtained if
the C:EOS-3 orbits refer to the geocenter without error. This is not the case. As the first
degree harmonic oQ, has a degree variance of 515cnr , it follows that the center of the
ellipsoid of hest fit to the sea surface does not depart from the geocenter by more than
25 cm. The degree variance of the value obtained from the Wallops orbits in all cases exceeds
18500cm 2 . The only inferenc. , that call be drawn is that the origin of the system of rerer-
ence used in integrating the orbits is displaced from the geucenter by not more than ±1.5 m.
The largest contribution, by far cones from the first degree zonal harmonic (Table 5),
which indicates a so,Ithward displacement of 1.49 ±0.15 n. As the sources from which or-
bital inforn.ation were obtained varied, no specific conclusions are drawn from the> num-
bers at the present time.
The Zonal ilarntonics of Dearer 3 and 4
The magnitudes of (",130 and ^,Ia(l are smaller than one-tenth the estimated systems
noise in the case of the orbit related SST. The signal to noise approaches the 0.1 level in the
case of the long arc solutions AGS 658 and FG11 19. As pointed out earlier, it is debatable
wlwthcr the long arc solutions can provide estimates of ^, 13()
. 
Disregarding values from the
suspect constrained solutions, the average result from Table 5 is
I	 ^1130 = +7 ±5cm	 (48).
The standard deviation is sienificanth' smaller than expected from the input data noise
levels and is in eery good agreement with the oceanographically determined value. If the
standard deviations are to be taken at face valor, the seasonal effect un Sstin should he absent
t
in the result front the equinox experiment. The difference of +2cm is consistent with the
!
	
	
1976 data set representing data during a southern summer. The Irregular distribution of data
between the hemispheres ( Figure 9) cautions against any drawing cf conclusions From this
result.
Y
W
i
`	 i	 I
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f
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The value of X040 is not so well defined. The average value obtained without enforcing
crossover constraints is
^ctan = -23 ±18cm
	 (49).
l'he standard deviation is much more in keeping with that estintatc:l from the noise of
the Input data. -The values obtained from orbital and long arc solutions differ somewhat.
The reason for this (lit Terence is not clear at this stage.
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	 8. CONCLUSIONS
The following conclusions can be reached:
(i) A basis exists for determining three out of the five dominant parameters of the
quasi-stationary dynamic SST from GEOS-3 altimetey despite the fact that the
data acquisition patterns did not have global oceanographic objectives in view.
(ii) The present series of solutions are confined to the basic orbits generated for
Wallops Flight Center, as modified in ways prescribed above. The results obtained
are preliminary and subject to revision as improved orbits become available. On 	 k
the basis of the discussion given above, the best values for the dominant harmon-
ics other than those of degree one, in the SST are the following
^ st;n (Second Degree Zonal) = -43 ±6ctn (-46)
^sl3() (Third Degree Zonal)	 = +7 ±5 cm	 ( +7)	 (50),
^s14o (Fourth Degree Zonal) = -23 ±18cm (-10)
the values in hraci:ets bring the oceanographic estimates. The value for 
^s12(1 has
taken into account the contribution of the permanent Earth tide and the -2cm
effect introduced by the irregular data sampling (Table 5, Columns I and 2).
I
(iii) It is hoped to improve on these results by a revision of the constraining procedure
used in preparing Table 5 (i.e., equation 8) in conjunction w ith improved laser
supported orbits.	 r
(iv) An improved gravity field model for the low degree tesseral terms aiming for a
resolution of 3 parts in 10" is all 	 pre-requisite to further progress in
this area.
(v) It cannot be too strongly emphasized that all 	 spaced altimeter data cover-
age of the world's oceans is indispensable for recovering the long wave features of 	 f
the quasi-stationary sea surface topography with confidence. Oil 	 basis of the
present study, this could be achieved if the radial component of orbital precision
call
	
improved by one order of magnitude.
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